
When you come in to record an album, an EP or whatever, there are a few recommendations I'd like to give 
you. You should have your instruments set up properly  (eg. guitars, bass and drums tuned), you should 
have new strings, new drumheads, new drumsticks etc. You should have extra ones as well, you never 
know what's gonna happen in a studio, a freak boat accident and all your drumheads explode, not fun. 
If your songs are complex (odd timing, tempo changes etc...) you should have a cubase tempo map  ready, 
and/or a midi file of the drums, if you can't do any of those, we'll have to take an extra day to program all the 
click tracks for your songs (yes the drummer has to record to a click track if you want a good production, if 
you don't care, then he doesn't have to). I have most of the stuff you'll need, but if there is a piece of 
equipment you need (wah-wah pedal, headphones, etc...), bring it. 
You should know your songs very  well. From experience, most bands want to save as much money as 
possible, so if you want to save money know your songs. If you want to take your time in the studio, then that 
means you are not on a tight budget, or that I've kidnapped you. 
I'll be able to correct most mistakes you'll make during the recording, but what I gain in recording time, I lose 
in mixing time, and it does affect the overall sound if I have too much to "salvage". Quantizing, auto-tuning, 
etc. are things that work very well as long as they are used sparingly. 
Those are all just recommendations, you are free to do as you like, there are many right ways to record an 
album (there are also many wrong ones). I would also recommend not bringing friends/girlfriends/boyfriends/
pets/parents etc. to the recording sessions, it's often more of a distraction than anything else. However, it’s 
up to you who is in the studio. 
The recording process usually goes like this :

First, I'll record the drums (over scratch tracks, if needed), then bass, guitars and finally vocals. If you want to 
try to record the vocals first, you're welcome to try, but take it from me, it's not a good idea, not that I've ever 
tried it or anything, but it just sounds silly... 
I don't record songs in one take, unless you request otherwise. I try  to get the best out of you, so I'll record 
one riff a few times, then move to the next one. This is especially true for guitars, bass and vocals. Drums 
are a bit trickier, but the concept remains the same.

If, however, you want to record your material yourself here’s a quick guide to help you out... Let’s start with...

The drums

I really recommend you track the drums using a click track. (A click track will make everything tighter!)
The choice of mics is yours, here is what I tend to use :
Bass Drums : Trigger + Audix d6
Snare Drum : Trigger + 2 x sm57 (top & bottom)
Rack Toms : Trigger + Audix d2
Floor Toms : Trigger + Audix d4
Hi Hats : sm7b
Ride : small diaphragm condenser microphone
OH : small diaphragm condenser microphones
Room : large diaphragm condenser microphones (walk around the room to find where your drum set sounds 
best)

If your drummer has tons and tons of cymbals, you might want to start thinking about using one mic per pair 
of cymbals. Remember to check that you’re in phase. If you’re not, you’ll either hear strange stereo 
placements or very thin sound when you play back the tracks.



The bass

I generally tend to record it using the Tech21 PSA 1.1 plugged directly in the sound card, and unless your 
bass player has crazy equipment, I would recommend doing something similar. If you absolutely love the 
sound of your amp, then you can use the same mic you used for the kick. Usually a d6 and an sm7b work 
great on a bass cabinet. Also, don’t forget to tune your bass occasionally.

Guitars

This gets a little trickier, guitar sound fall under way more scrutiny than bass sound... The easiest mistake to 
make is having too much gain, so make sure you don’t overdo it. When you’re working on your guitar sound 
get the sound you want from your amp  before trying to mic it. Once you have your tone down take a 
flashlight and look at the speakers through the grill, you want to get some decent speaker movement!

Don’t overlook mic placement, it will have more impact on the sound than your amp EQ! The closer you are 
to the center of the cone the more your guitar sound will have high frequencies, and the closer you are to the 
edge, the more it will have low frequencies... Do some tests and see what you like best.

Equipment wise, I like the sound of V30’s mic’d with an sm57, it’s a classic, but most of the greatest metal 
albums were recorded with “just” that.

If you’re working with equipment you actually don’t like, there are other options... You can record a DI track 
for your guitar. All you’ll need is a simple DI box (some are dirt cheap, and if you’re crafty you can even build 
your own) and you’ll be able to record your amp  and your DI signal so I can reamp  it later. If your amp has a 
preamp out, you should also record that, you can alwaysI apply a cab impulse using a convolution reverb!

A frequently asked question is “how do I get this thick layer of guitar?” the simple answer is : quad-tracking!
Recording four tracks of guitar will make your sound fuller. And in case you’re wondering, no, you can’t just 
duplicate one take three times, they have to be different takes and ideally they have to all be precise and 
tight!

Just like for the bass, do not forget to tune your guitar often!

Vocals

If you have growls, screaming, black metal vocals etc... Your best bet is the sm7b! It’s incredible! A close 
second will be the sm58. Generally, a dynamic mic will work better for aggressive vocals cause the singer 
can actually hold it and move around with it... For clean vocals, a large diaphragm condenser mic will do 
wonders. Don’t go for the cheapest, but you don’t have to go for a neumann right away, MXL has great 
quality mics for fair prices. Also get a pop  filter, no one likes those explosive plosives (alliterations much?). 
Try to be in a quiet room when you do clean vocals, condenser mics tend to capture a lot of the ambiance 
noises. There are also some noise reducing devices like the reflexion filter from SE Electronics, they might 
be worth checking into and building one seems like a piece of cake!

General rules

• If your end result is supposed to be a CD, there’s no reason to record at above 24 bits / 44.1 khz...
• You choice of software has almost no impact on the quality of the sound... Pro Tools, Logic, Cubase, 

Reaper etc... The biggest difference is their rules of stereo panning.
• Unless you really know exactly what you’re doing, and have great equipment, try to get the natural sound 

of your instruments, don’t EQ or compress the source.
• DO NOT CLIP! If you go above 0db, turn the preamp down and do it again.


